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June 26 , 1989
RBG- 31152
File Nos. G9.5, G9.25.1.3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

River Bend Station - Unit 1 ,

IDocket No. 50-458

Please find enclosed Licensee Event Report No. 89-027 for River
Bend StLtion.- Unit 1. This report is being submitted pursuant to
10CPR50.73.

Sincerely,

(),
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LL Les,c f
(!,,m/J. E. Booker

Manager-River Bend Oversight
River Bend Nuclear Group
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cc: U.S. Nucl ar Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

NRC Resident Inspector
P.O. Box 1051
St. Francisville, LA 70775
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INPO Records Center
1100 circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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At 1450 on 5/28/89 with the unit in Operational Condition 4 (cold
snutdown), an automatic initiation of Standby Service Wr' or (S3W) Pump
BWP*P2C occurred during the performance of surveillance test
CTP-200-0003, " Division III Remote Shutdown System Control Circuit
Operability Test".

The automatic initiation of SSW pump occurred as a result of the in
process surveillance test de-energizing the Division III 480/120VAC
bus. The pump discharge valve did not open because the 480VAC bus was
de-energized. The pump was stopped and placed in lockout. Upon
continuing the procedure, subsequent steps caused the high pressure
core spray pump (HPCS) minimum flow valve (E22 * f'012 ) to open. The
procedure was interrupted because the opening of the valve had the
potential of impacting the results of an in process integrated leak
rate test (ILRT) During the restoration, placing the remote.,

shutdown transfer switches in the " NORMAL" position caused a HPCS ,

initiation signal to be received which started the HPCS diesel I

generator. No injection occurred because the HPCS pump motor breaker
was racked out removing the power from the HPCS injection valve.

There was no adverse impact on the safe operation of the plant or to
the health and safety of the public as a result of this event.
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REPORTED CONDITION

At 1450 on 5/28/89.with the unit in Operational Condition 4 (cold
shutdown), an automatic initiation of standby service water (SSW) pump
("P*).ISWPVP2C occurred during the performance of Surveillance Test 1

Procedure (STP)-200-0603, " Division III Remote Shutdown Syste.m Control
'

Circuit Operability Test".

2he STP required the Division III high pressure' core spray (*BG*)
(HPCS) motor control center supply breaker (*BKR*) (E22*ACB03) to be
placed in the "Open" position. The automatic initiation of the SSW
pump occurred when power to the Division III 480VAC motor control
center (E22*S002) was interrupted. The pump was stopped and placed in f
Jockout. .Upon continuing the surveillance test, the performance of j
subsequent procedure steps caused the HPCS pump minimum flow "alve 'v

'(*V*) (E22*F012) to open. The procedure was interrupted because the '

opening of the valve had the potential of izapacting the results of an
in process integrated leak rate test (ILRT). During the restoration
of the procedure, a HPCS initiation signal was received when placing
the remote transfer switches (*HS*) to their " NORMAL" position. The
HPCS i.nitiation signal resulted in the starting of the HPCS diesel
generator (DG). No injection occurred because the HPCS pump motor
(*MO*) breaker (*BKR*) was racked out and the power was removed from
the HPCS injection valves (*INV*). This event is being reported due
to the initiation of the HPCS diesel generator and is pursuant to
10CFR50.73 (a) (2) (iv) .

INVESTIGATION

An investigation into the SSW initiation found the cause to be
de-energizing of the Division III 120VAC instrument bu.s (*EBU*). This
initiation occurred at a point where the surveillance procedure )
required the opening of the supply breaker to the Division III motor j
control center. This motor control center feeds the 120VAC instrument
bus that supplies the SSW trip units. The trip units actuate on
reverse logic to initiate SSW upon detecting a service water header
low pressure signal. When the power supply (*JX*) to the trip units
was interrupted, the output of the unit's comparator circuit became
less than the internal reference signal resulting in a trip status.
Per design on receiving a trip status on at least two of the four trip 4

units, the SSW initiation logic is immediately sealed in to enable
actuation of the system.

After the SSW system (*BI*) was secured, the STP was continued by
placing the remote shutdown transfer switches to the " EMERGENCY" ;

position and re-energizing the Division III 480 VAC bus. The I,

performance of these steps caused the HPCS pump minimum flow valve
(*FCV*) (E22*F012) to open. Following a review of the procedure and
control logic for E22*F012, Operations determined that the valve i

actuation occurred per design.
'
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Following the actuation of the HPCS pump. minimum flow valve, i

operations personnel stopped the surveillance test due to concerns
that the test could potentially impact the results of an ILRT 1

procedure that was in process. While performing the system )
restoration in accordance with the surveillance test instructions, a
HPCS initiation signal was received as the last remote shutdown
transfer switch (S61) was placed in the " NORMAL" position. 'After a !
review of the remote shutdown system circuitry and HPCS initiation
control logic, the cause of the initiation was found to be spurious
tripping of the HPCS initiation trip units (lB21-N673C, 73G, 73L and
73R). The units. energize to enable the HPCS initiation logic after
detecting a low reactor water level (Level 2) condition.

The power supply to the units was de-energized by performing previous
steps of the surveillance test that. required the remote transfer i

switch to be placed in the " EMERGENCY" position. Returning the switch
to the " NORMAL" position re-energized the units' power supply. Both
system functions were in accordance with design. Operations
determined that the spurious trip status occurs when power is
re-established to the units. This condition is similar to the
previously discussed SSW pump initiation.' The unit's comparator
output voltage is less than the internal reference voltage for a brief
time when the trip units are bing re-energized. During this time,
until the comparator voltage exceeds the reference voltage and
stabilizes, a trip status is present. By design when a trip status is
received on these units it seals in the HPCS initiation logic.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Prior to re-performing STP-200-0603, the procedure was revised per
Temporary Change Notice No. 89-0751 to include specifig system line up
steps for precluding inadvertent or spurious system initiations.
Following the implementation of the procedure change, STP-200-0603 was
successfully performed on 6/4/89 without experiencing a spurious
initiation of an ESP system.

The HPCS power supply elementary drawing was also revised per Document
Change Notice No. 89-D0239 to clarify which power supply source
supplies the HPCS initiation trip units. The need for the drawing
revision was discovered during Engineering's investigation into the
cause of the HPCS initiation.

A review of previously performed STPs (STP-200-0603) and control room
logs was performed to determine if the subject initiations had !
occurred during earlier performances of the procedure. It was found !

that spurious initiations of the standby service water system were ,

experienced during previous performances of the test and that they I

were due to pressure spikes caused by starting and stopping of the SSW
pumps as described in LER 87-031 dated 12/28/81. The procedure was
revised at that time to preclude recurrence of this problem. A review
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of previously submitted Licensee Event Reports revealed two prior
occurrences of automatic standby service water initiations. LER
86-029 describes an event where the Division III bus was energized

I after maintenance to implement transformer tap changes and SSW pump
| ISWP*P2C started upon restoration. LER 87-031 describes an event

where SSW pump ISWP*P2C initiated during the performance of the same !

STP-200-0603. However, no documentation of spurious HPCS and SSW
initiations caused by de-energizing of trip units was found. No
procedure deficiency was found on this event and the instructions
provided in the current procedure revision were found to be in
agreement with those of earlier revisions. A review of the control
room logs determined that the difference'in system alignments was the
reason for not experiencing the initiation during previous testing.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT v

There was no adverse impact on the safe operation of the plant or to
the health and safety of the public as a result of this event since
the reactor was already in Operational Condition 4 (cold shutdown) and
the HPCS system was not required to be operable during this period.

NOTE: Energy Industry Identification System Codes are identified in
the text as (*XX*).
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